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Approximately 2.9 billion people globally do not have access to the internet. The majority of these unconnected 

communities are located in low-income or rural regions of the world. Traditional operators are not well 

positioned to serve many of the world’s least connected. These areas are primed for uncapped, always-on 

connectivity delivered by non-incumbent and non-traditional operators (NTOs). NTOs, including community 

networks, municipal networks and social enterprises, are locally-owned and operated networks that fill gaps and 

provide access where traditional commercial telecommunication networks do not. Despite a growing number of 

success stories, there has been minimal research about innovation in financing of locally-owned internet 

infrastructure. The purpose of this report is to increase the flow of capital to non-traditional operators.

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THE REPORT 

Learn More: https://connecthumanity.fund/ntoreport/

The financing mechanisms 

available to an NTO will change 

through each phase of their 

growth lifecycle. Financing 

mechanisms are a function of an 

NTOs ownership structure, 

operating model, and stage of 

growth in its lifecycle. As 

operators choose an 

owner-operator model and move 

towards the different milestones 

of financial sustainability, they can 

access different sources and types 

of capital.

Locally owned internet 

infrastructure operated by NTOs 

have a unique set of competitive 

advantages. Competitive 

advantages include lower costs to 

operate, shared spectrum, access 

to right-of-way and public 

infrastructure (utility poles, 

rooftops, etc), and a high degree 

of community buy-in and loyalty. 

Recognizing and leveraging these 

competitive advantages are critical 

for NTOs to reach financial 

sustainability.

Financing transactions require 

alignment of both operator and 

investor financial return profiles. 

Oftentimes, there can be 

misalignment between operator 

growth rates and investor return 

expectations. Operators and 

Investors should be clear about 

their financial return expectations, 

and seek to use de-risking 

strategies, blended finance capital 

stacks, and stage-appropriate 

financing instruments to increase 

the flow of capital to NTOs.

NTOs HAVE DISTINCT 

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

NTOs GROW IN A                    

PHASED APPROACH

ALIGNMENT OF FINANCIAL 

EXPECTATIONS IS REQUIRED


